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Friday 29th January 2021

Update for Families
Dear Parents and Carers
As I am sure you will have seen in the news on Wednesday, the Prime Minister has announced that we will
continue in our current lockdown until the 8th March. For us here, this means that we will continue with our
current arrangements up until this date or until we are advised otherwise.
Thank you for continuing to respond to the most recent public health campaign which urges as many families
as possible, to stay at home. ‘Children with at least one parent or carer who is a critical worker can go to
school or college if required, but parents and carers should keep their children at home if they can.’
For those children who are already in school (key workers/vulnerable children) we will, of course, continue
with the pattern of days required, as they are now.
By working together in this way, as the Pulford family, we are each playing our part in keeping each other as
safe as possible.
With all this in mind, I wanted to take this opportunity to say a sincere ‘thank you’ to all the parents who are
doing home schooling. We really appreciate everything that you are doing remotely to support your child.
This not only helps their learning but it also helps to keep numbers in school at a minimum - keeping spaces
for key worker/critical workers/vulnerable children who need the support here.
We are very aware that this ongoing situation is becoming tiresome. The stress of doing your own paid work
from home as well as trying to home school for any duration is difficult.
Please know that you are not alone if you find yourself having ‘one of those days’, when home schooling is
just one thing too much. If this is you, it’s fine to down tools for a while; take a break. You can choose just
one or two things to do from the google classroom that day, or just join the LIVE lesson. It doesn’t have to be
everything on offer. All we ask is that you keep the teacher in the loop via the teacher emails, so we can
support you remotely as much as we can. You are doing an amazing job!
So finally, I hope and pray that you each have some time to relax this weekend. Let’s continue to be kind and
pray for each other.

Mr Dave Heather
‘I lift up my eyes to the mountains, where does my help come from?
My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth.’ Psalm 121 v 1 & 2

“love to learn, learn to care”

